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Abstract: The objective of this project is “Dynamic Load Management System in Smart Home”. Demand 

Response may be a promising technique that would be implemented effectively on the inspiration laid by Smart 

Grid. Decentralization of power generation with the arrival of renewable power sources will benefit the user 

also because the central network alongside reduction in dependence on conventional sources of energy. Energy 

management at the buyer end by controlling the hundreds will help the buyer also to participate and share the 

responsibility in proper management of energy. Among the varied methods through which this might be done, 

load scheduling from the buyer end is a superb option. This project proposes a web Load Scheduling Algorithm 

that aims at maximizing the energy savings alongside the reduction in cost of energy consumption. The 

evolution of technology has increased the consumption of electrical power locally and globally which cause a 

dramatic increase in demand for electrical power. Electricity consumption rate in several forms reception and 

commercially increased. Sometimes, it affects household appliances thanks to the raised demands supported 

conditions of load shedding, electricity shortfall, and emergencies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The Electrical power systems across the globe are witnessing metamorphoses owing to the challenges they 

face in matters of product, trustability and effectiveness. Fast deterioration of conventional power coffers makes 

critical call for relief with indispensable renewable sources. Being power grids with vertically integrated 

structure shall not support this on a marketable base. Piecemeal from hydro and maybe wind power,non- 

conventional energy coffers aren't available in cornucopia hence making them unfit for mass product. Also, the 

largely haphazard nature of their vacuity and lack of trustability surely eliminates the possibility of a centralized 

product but with decentralization of the being network and along with the preface of distributed generation 

clearly throws light to a doable result. Multitudinous power networks across the world have formerly taken 

enterprise in this direction. Small-scale generations within the consumer demesne, artificial or domestic, are 

entering stimulant from mileage grid indeed in the form of profitable impulses. Formerly installed, distributed 

creators have proven salutary to both the suppliers and consumers along with the strengthening of grid 

trustability. With the end of enhancing the effectiveness of such a decentralized network, conventional power 

systems have been passing transition from centralized source side operation to decentralized source and demand 

side operation. Thus, load operation under the new operating terrain becomes more delicate than that under the 

conventional terrain. Presently, the electrical energy consumption isn't effective in utmost structures 

substantially because of consumers’ ignorance. An attention from the load end by espousing ways similar as  

Demand Response (DR) could bring about definite enhancement in this aspect. The destruction of energy can 

also be controlled in a more effective manner if the application is being managed from the consumer side rather 

than from the source side. The total effect of this demand response will be huge and will have a lesser impact on 

Dynamic Load Operation in Smart Home reduction of the source- demand gap. This design aims at enforcing 

demand response by cataloging the loads from the stoner end with the target of minimizing the reliance on 

mileage grid. 
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II. METHODOLOGY 
 

 
Fig 1: Block Diagram 

 

This system uses ESP 32 microcontroller which has inbuilt Wi-Fi which is suitable for IOT operations. 

The system checks the sources status whether it's connected to AC sources or battery, which is sense by current 

detector or voltage detector and gives signal to microcontroller. When AC source is available outfit for load can 

be operated typically. But when AC source isn't available, the system will work on rechargeable battery source, 

where only limited bias can be operated as per precedence. Further if the rechargeable battery is working on low 

power or battery chance lower than 20 also only high precedence device will work, rest all device will be turn 

off. The other bias can be turn ON only if it's veritably necessary to use. If the battery has no power at all also 

system will stop working. This system will start working again, when the AC source is available and therefore 

the battery start charging. The whole data is store and can be recaptured from Iot Cloud storage. This system can 

be operated manually as well as by mobile operation, when AC source is available or when the system works on 

rechargeable battery. 

Representation of wires: 

• Red And Black wires- Power Pins (5V). 

• Yellow Wires- Signal Pins. 

• Pink Color Wire- Connected to ESP32 through Voltage Sensor. 

• Purple Color Wire- Connected to Single channel Relay. 
 
In Buzzer System: 

• If the AC Power Source is working properly all the devices will operate normally. 

• Else if AC Power source is not available the system will work on Rechargeable Battery Source where only 

limited devices can be operated. 

• Else if the Rechargeable Battery Source is low on power (below 20%) the number of devices that can be 

operated will reduce further (only high priority devices will work). 

• Else If the Rechargeable Battery Source has no power all the devices will stop working. 
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Single Channel Relay 

 
Fig. 2: Circuit Diagram 

 

III. FIGURES AND TABLES 

 
Figure No. Name of Figure. 

Fig 3.1 Block Diagram 

Fig 3.2 Circuit Diagram 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 
The proposed work provides an efficient way for load control at real time. The ESP32 based system is 

designed specially to facilitate load scheduling, sharing and control. The design scheme consists of dual supply 

system. The method used in the project provides necessary stages from overload detection to switching and 

cutting of supply. The IoT Application created will configure the system in such a way that only specific devices 

that can be operated as per priority will remain on while other devices will automatically become disabled 
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